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The Leadership Team should be established as quickly as possible, but	  no later than
within a 1-‐2 month Bmeframe once development	  of the plan is authorized. PuDng the
team together quickly and early in the process will get	  momentum for the process
going, demonstrate early progress to the official(s) that	  authorized the CESP, and
assure that	  leadership is in place to help idenBfy and engage the appropriate
stakeholders
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For a community-‐wide CESP: There may be two leaders both serving as Champions –
an influenBal government	  official, as well as a highly visible and effecBve local
community leader.

QUESTION: Who is Champion in your community?
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Depending upon the scope of the plan, this may be a full-‐Bme assignment	  or a part-‐
Bme addiBon to other duBes. If possible, the Plan Manager should be someone who
already has or can be given direct	  access to the Champion.

For a community-‐wide CESP:May also be a local government	  staff person as above, or
may be a member of a local organizaBon that	  is inBmately involved in the planning
process (for example, a local non-‐profit	  that	  is driving the community acBviBes
associated with the planning process).

QUESTION: Who will or will likely play the Manager role in your community?
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This group provides high-‐level thought	  leadership, guidance, and support	  for the final
recommendaBons for the plan. The Leadership Team will report	  to the Champion, and
the Plan Manager will be an administraBve member of the Team. The Team may be
called an Energy Planning Task Force, Sustainability Advisory Board, Commission on
Sustainability, etc.

QUESTION: Do you currently have a leadership team in place? Who is represented
on it?
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The plan development	  will be most	  successful when leaders and stakeholders engaged
as owners and drivers of plan.

This is a great	  opportunity to expand the tent	  of high-‐influence individuals and
organizaBons in thinking about	  energy challenges and soluBons. Think creaBvely about
who to include: large employers, influenBal insBtuBons, youth representaBon, labor
representaBon, potenBal challengers, etc.
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